Reading Assignment M
Quest Novel Studies 11

Directions:

1. Read all of these directions before beginning this assignment.
2. Read the pages for your book listed below.
3. In your Reading Notebook, on the next blank page in the assignments section, write “Quest NS 11” at the top, as the title for the assignment. Write the date in the upper right-hand corner of the page.
4. If you have not yet completed the reading for the novel, you MUST do so this week. If you do not have all of the previous assignments completed, you will not be participating in the classroom activities.
5. Whether you agree or identify with the side you were assigned in class (Greasers or Socs), you must complete this assignment as if you were one of them and on their side.
6. Keeping in mind what was discussed in class about the principles and concepts of a debate, write one question that could be used in a debate between the Greasers and the Socs, in your notebook. You must also write a brief response to your question. This is not a typical discussion question. Remember that questions in a debate should bring out strong emotion in people.
7. After completing the assignment, re-read what you have written, making any necessary changes or corrections. This should be your BEST work.
8. Mark the date on which you completed this assignment on your work plan.
9. Turn your Reading Notebook into your mailbox as soon as you have finished the assignment, but no later than the due date listed on your work plan.